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Abstract

The roles of low-molecular-weight thiols (LMWTs), such as glutathione and phytochelatins, in arsenic (As) tolerance and hyperaccumulation in *Pteris vittata* an As-hyperaccumulator fern remain to be better understood. This study aimed to thoroughly characterize LMWT synthesis in *P. vittata* to understand the roles played by LMWTs in As tolerance and hyperaccumulation. LMWT synthesis in *P. vittata* was induced directly by As, and not by As-mediated oxidative stress. Expression of *PvECS2*, one of the putative genes of γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase (γECS), increases in *P. vittata* shoots at 48 h after the onset of As exposure, almost corresponding to the increase in the concentrations of γ-glutamylcysteine and glutathione. Furthermore, localization of As showed similar trends to those of LMWTs in fronds at both whole-frond and cellular levels. This study thus indicates the specific contribution of LMWTs to As tolerance in *P. vittata*. γECS may be responsible for the As-induced enhancement of LMWT synthesis.

**Capsule:** *Pteris vittata* specifically enhances low-molecular-weight thiol synthesis against arsenic toxicities

**Keywords:** arsenic tolerance, low-molecular-weight-thiol, *Pteris vittata*, γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase, oxidative stress
1. Introduction

It is believed that arsenate [As(V)], the dominant inorganic species of arsenic (As) in upland soils (Francesconi et al., 2002), enters the root cells via phosphate transporters because As(V) is a chemical analogue of phosphate (Caille et al., 2004; Kertulis et al., 2005). In higher plants, absorbed As(V) is rapidly reduced to As(III) by As(V) reductase (Bleeker et al., 2006) or nonenzymatically by glutathione (GSH) (Delnomdedieu et al., 1994). As(III) reacts with the thiol groups (–SH) of proteins in plant tissues leading to inhibition of cellular function and, ultimately, death (Ullrich-Eberius et al., 1989). In addition to these direct toxicities, the role of As-induced oxidative stress in As toxicity in plants has also been suggested (Requejo and Tena, 2005).

It is known that higher plants exposed to As show a substantial increase in low molecular-weight thiols (LMWTs), such as cysteine (Cys), \(\gamma\)-glutamylcysteine (\(\gamma\)EC), GSH, and phytochelatins (PCs), which form complexes with As(III) resulting in inactivation of As in the plant (Grill et al., 1985; Srivastava et al., 2010). The –SH groups of these LMWTs are responsible for binding to As(III). Among these LMWTs, GSH and PCs, oligomers of GSH, are regarded as major ligands for As(III). Furthermore, LMWTs also contribute in alleviating oxidative stress induced by As (Shri et al., 2009). Thus, LMWT synthesis plays a crucial role in mechanisms of As tolerance. Many studies have focused on the LMWT synthesis pathway to investigate the mechanisms of As tolerance in higher plants. Previous attempts to enhance As tolerance by overexpressing the genes involved in
production of enzymes responsible for LMWT synthesis thus contributing to an increase in the LMWT pool (Li et al., 2006; Dhankher et al., 2002) are an example. In particular, γEC synthetase (γECS) is often targeted because γEC synthesis is a rate-limiting factor in the LMWT synthesis pathway (Tripathi et al., 2007).

*Pteris vittata* L. (Chinese brake fern) is the first fern to be identified as an As hyperaccumulator (Ma et al., 2001). This species accumulates more than 10,000 mg As kg\(^{-1}\) dry weight in their shoots (Wang et al., 2002) as compared with 40 mg As kg\(^{-1}\) in most plant species (Watanabe et al., 2007). Thus, *P. vittata* can accumulate extremely high levels of As, but the mechanisms of As absorption and translocation as well as those for As tolerance remain to be elucidated. Its high tolerance suggests the possibility of As detoxification in the form of As(III)-LMWT complexes in shoots, as in higher plants, but more effectively. Actually, Vetterlein et al. (2009) reported the significant positive correlation between As and total sulfur in fronds of *P. vittata*. However, Zhao et al. (2003) reported a limited role of PCs in the detoxification of As(III) *P. vittata* because of a low PC–SH to As molar ratio of (0.09–0.03). In addition, Raab et al. (2004) detected an extremely low proportion of As(III) as PCs complexes in *P. cretica*. Pickering et al. (2006) demonstrated that most As in *P. vittata* is in an inorganic form using x-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES). Meanwhile, an unknown thiol was identified in *P. vittata* (Zhang et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2004).

Thus, the roles of LMWTs in the mechanism of As tolerance in *P. vittata* are uncertain. This study
aims to examine the impact of As stress on LMWT synthesis and distribution in *P. vittata*. 
2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experiment 1: Arsenic-induced changes in low-molecular-weight thiol synthesis in Pteris vittata and Nephrolepis exaltata

2.1.1. Plant materials

Seedlings of *P. vittata* were kindly supplied by Fujita Corporation (Tokyo, Japan). Seedlings of *N. exaltata* a nonhyperaccumulator fern were purchased from a garden center. The seedlings were cultivated in peat moss prior to experimentation. Roots were washed carefully with tap water to remove adhering soil and then seedlings uniform in shoot height (ca. 10 cm) were transferred to continuously aerated 4-L pots (three seedlings per pot) containing a nutrient solution for preculture in hydroponics. The standard nutrient solution contained 2.14 mM N (NH$_4$NO$_3$), 32 µM P (NaH$_2$PO$_4$$\cdot$2H$_2$O), 0.77 mM K (K$_2$SO$_4$ : KCl = 1 : 1), 1.25 mM Ca (CaCl$_2$$\cdot$2H$_2$O), 0.82 mM Mg (MgSO$_4$$\cdot$7H$_2$O), 35.8 µM Fe (FeSO$_4$$\cdot$7H$_2$O), 9.1 µM Mn (MnSO$_4$$\cdot$4H$_2$O), 46.3 µM B (H$_3$BO$_3$), 3.1 µM Zn (ZnSO$_4$$\cdot$7H$_2$O), 0.16 µM Cu (CuSO$_4$$\cdot$5H$_2$O), and 0.05 µM Mo [(NH$_4$)$_6$Mo$_7$O$_{24}$$\cdot$4H$_2$O]; total SO$_4$ = 1.06 mM. The solution pH was adjusted daily to 5.3–5.5 and was renewed once a week. Plants were grown in hydroponic culture in a greenhouse at Hokkaido University (13–15 h photoperiod and day/night temperature of 25–28/18–22°C) for 3–4 weeks until new roots developed.
2.1.2. Arsenic exposure

Seedlings of *P. vittata* and *N. exaltata* were exposed to 0, 100, and 500 μM As(V) (supplied as Na$_2$HAsO$_4$) in a standard nutrient solution. The plants were harvested and rinsed with deionized water after three days of exposure, and separated into shoots and roots. The samples were lyophilized and concentrations of As and LMWTs were determined. Each treatment was performed in triplicate.

2.1.3. Arsenic analysis

A total of 10 mg of lyophilized samples and 1.5 mL of 61% HNO$_3$ (EL grade, Kanto Chemical, Tokyo) were heated together at 110 °C in a DigiPREP apparatus (GL Science, Tokyo) for ca. 2 h until the most of the solution evaporated. Following this, 0.5 mL H$_2$O$_2$ (semiconductor grade, Santoku Chemical, Tokyo) was added, and the sample was heated at 110 °C for another 15–20 min. The digestion tube was filled with 2% HNO$_3$ to make 20 mL. Arsenic concentration was determined by using ICP-MS (ELAN DRC-e, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA).

2.1.4. Extraction and analysis of low-molecular-weight thiols

The concentrations of Cys, γEC, and GSH in the plants were measured using a modification of the methods of Sneller et al. (2000) and Zhao et al. (2003). Lyophilized plant samples (10 mg) were ground on ice using a mortar and pestle in 2 mL extraction solution [6.3 mM diethylene-triamine pentaacetic acid (DTPA) with 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)]. A preliminary experiment indicated
that the frond midribs interfered with the extraction process and subsequently inhibited the detection of LMWTs (Fig. S1). Hence, the midrib was removed in most experiments in this study, even when measuring LMWTs in fronds. The extraction solution contained 1 mg L$^{-1}$ N-acetyl L-cysteine as an internal standard. The extracts were centrifuged at 13,000 g for 10 min at 4 °C, and the supernatant was filtered through 0.22 μm membrane filters. Then, 250 μL of this extract together with 450 μL of a derivatization buffer [200 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-piperazine-1-propanesulfonic acid and 6.3 mM DTPA at pH 8.2] was derivatized with 10 μL of 25 mM monobromobimane. Derivatization was carried out at 45 °C, for 30 min in the dark, and the reaction was stopped by adding 300 μL of 1 M methyl sulfonic acid. The derivatized sample was stocked at 4 °C, in the dark until HPLC analysis. LMWTs were separated using an HPLC column [TSK gel-ODS 80Ts (3.9 × 300 mm), TOSO, Tokyo] at 37 °C, and fluorescence was monitored using a fluorescence detector (FP2020, Jasco, Tokyo) with excitation and emission wavelengths of 380 and 470 nm, respectively. The following mobile phases were used: eluent A, water with 0.1% TFA; and eluent B, methanol with 0.1% TFA. A linear gradient was performed from eluent B in different concentrations; 12% at 0 min, 25% at 15 min, 35% at 29 min, and 50% at 50 min.
2.2. Experiment 2: Relationships between various oxidative stresses and low-molecular-weight thiol synthesis in *Pteris vittata*

### 2.2.1. Treatment

Seedlings of *P. vittata* were treated with or without various stressors: 100 μM As(V) (supplied as Na₂HAsO₄), 50 μM cadmium (supplied as CdCl₂), or 1 mM H₂O₂. These three stressors are known to induce oxidative stress (Hartley-Whitaker et al., 2001; Benavides et al., 2005; Schützendübel et al., 2002). The plants were harvested at 0, 1, 2, and 3 days after initiating the treatment. The samples were rinsed with deionized water, and separated into shoots and roots. A part of the fresh root samples was used for analysis of lipid peroxidation, while the rest was lyophilized for LMWT analysis. Concentrations of LMWTs were determined as described in Experiment 1.

### 2.2.2. Determination of lipid peroxidation

Lipid peroxidation in roots was estimated by measuring the amount of thiobarbituric acid reacting substance (TBARS) (Singh et al., 2006). Fresh plant tissue samples (0.5 g) were cut into small pieces, homogenized using a mortar and pestle on ice with 2.5 mL of 5% trichloroacetic acid, and centrifuged at 10,000 g for 15 min at room temperature. Equal volumes of supernatant and 0.5% thiobarbituric acid in 20% trichloroacetic acid were added to a new tube and incubated at 96 °C for 25 min. The tubes were immediately put on ice following incubation, and then centrifuged at 8,000 g for 5 min. The absorbance of the resulting supernatant was recorded at 532 nm and corrected for
nonspecific turbidity by subtracting the absorbance at 600 nm. The concentration of TBARS was then calculated using an extinction coefficient of 155 mM$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$.

2.3. Experiment 3: Expression analysis of arsenic related genes in Pteris vittata

2.3.1. Cloning of putative γ-glutamylcysteine synthetase gene in Pteris vittata (PvECS)

Lyophilized shoot samples of P. vittata seedlings grown with 100 µM As(V) for 3 days were ground to a fine powder over liquid nitrogen. Total RNA was extracted from the samples using a Total RNA Isolation Mini Kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA), of which 0.5 µg was reverse-transcribed into cDNA using a SuperScript III First-strand Synthesis for Reverse Transcription (RT)-PCR Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The amino acid sequences of γECS have already been identified in various plants, including Arabidopsis thaliana, Brassica juncea, and Oryza sativa. Two primers, 5′-ATHGGNACNGARCAYGARAAR-3′ (forward) and 5′-ACRAARTACATNGGNACRTCNAR-3′ (reverse), were designed on the conserved amino acid sequences from the NCBI database for RT-PCR. PCR amplification was run on the cDNA from P. vittata. PCR conditions were 2 min at 94 °C, 35 cycles of 30 s at 94 °C, 30 s at 46 °C, and 1 min at 72 °C, followed by 5 min at 72 °C. The 600 bp fragment was cloned and sequenced, and the partial sequence was extended toward the 5′ and 3′ ends by rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE).

To extend the PvECS gene sequence in the 5′- and 3′-directions, the RACE reaction was
performed using a 3′- and 5′- Full RACE Core Sets (Takara Bio, Otsu, Japan). The 3′-RACE reaction was carried out according to the following protocol: 2 min at 96 °C, 30 cycles of 10 s at 98 °C, 10 s at 55 °C, and 1 min at 72 °C, followed by 2 min at 72 °C using the gene specific primer: 5′-CCTTACAG CCTATTGCAACCGC-3′ and 3′ site adaptor primer. Nested amplification was performed under the same conditions, using an adaptor primer and a gene specific primer: 5′-TCTTCCATG AAGATTGTTGGTTTGAG-3′. For the 5′-RACE reaction, the PCR primer was based on the fragments obtained from the RT-PCR. Primary amplification was carried out using the gene specific primers: 5′-CGTGTCCTTTGGAGCCTGGTG-3′ (forward) and 5′-GCCATCCTGTTAATCCAAATGATC-3′ (reverse) under the following PCR conditions: 2 min at 94 °C, 30 cycles of 20 s at 94 °C, 30 s at 50 °C, and 1 min at 72 °C, followed by 2 min at 72 °C. Nested amplification was performed under the same PCR conditions using the primers: 5′-CTCAGTGGTGGCTCCTCT TGAGAC-3′ (forward), and 5′- GTCTCTTCAATTAAACGCTC TGC-3′ (reverse).

2.3.2. Arsenic Treatment

Seedlings of *P. vittata* were precultured as described above, transplanted to a standard nutrient solution containing 100 µM As(V) with continuous aeration, and harvested at 0, 0.5, 1, 5, 12, 24, 48, and 72 h after the onset of the As exposure. After harvesting, the plants were separated into shoots and roots, and rinsed with deionized water. The shoots and roots were used for gene expression as
well as LMWT and As analyses. Concentrations of LMWTs and As were determined as described in Experiment 1.

2.3.3. Real-time PCR

Real-time PCR was carried out using a Smart Cycler II System (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, CA) and SYBR Premix Ex Taq (Takara Bio, Otsu, Japan). Total RNA was extracted from the shoot and root of *P. vittata*, and treated with DNase to remove template DNA. After the DNase treatment, RNA samples were reverse-transcribed into cDNA using SuperScriptIII First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR Kit (Invitrogen, USA). The target genes were the γECS genes (*PvECS1* and *PvECS2*) in shoots, and PC synthase (*PvPCS*) as well as As(V) reductase genes (*PvACR2*) in shoots and roots. The elongation factor gene (*PvEF-1b*) was used as an endogenous control because its expression was relatively stable (Ellis et al., 2006). The gene specific primers were

- 5′-GTAGATCCTGTCTATGAAGAGCTC-3′ (forward) and 5′-GAACTCAGACTCTCCAGGAATG-3′ (reverse) for *PvECS1*,
- 5′-TTTATTGGATTGCTTGGCAAAGAGGC-3′ (forward) and 5′-GTTCAATCATTAAAAGAATGGATGGTGC-3′ (reverse) for *PvECS2*,
- 5′-GCAAGTATCTGGTGGGCAAG-3′ (forward) and 5′-GGGATGTGTTGACTGATGAG-3′ (reverse) for *PvPCS* (Dong et al., 2005), and
- 5′-GCGGCTTCATTCTTCTTTG-3′ (reverse) for *PvACR2* (Ellis et al., 2006), and
5′-CAACAGTATCGTGCTCGACTCT-3′ (forward) and 5′-GGCAATGCGTAACCCTCATAA-3′ (reverse) for *PvEF-1b* (Ellis et al., 2006).

2.4. *Experiment 4: Localization of arsenic and low-molecular-weight thiols*

2.4.1. *Localization in segmentalized frond*

*P. vittata* seedlings were exposed to 100 μM As(V) in standard nutrient solution with continuous aeration for 3 days. After exposure, the shoot was separated into veins and other parts in each pinna. The pinna located at the apical position was further separated into three parts: vein, edge of pinna, and central parts of pinna. After segmentalization, these samples were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and lyophilized. The As and LMWT concentrations in each segment were determined as described above. In this experiment, PC₂ ((γGlu-Cys)₂-Gly) was measured in addition to Cys, γEC, and GSH. The PC₂ standard was synthesized by Shimadzu Corporation (Kyoto, Japan).

2.4.2. *Cellular localization of glutathione*

*P. vittata* exposed to 100 μM As(V) for 5 days were stained for GSH. The apical pinna and root were washed with Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.5). Cross sections (30 μm) of the apical pinna and root were cut with a cryotstat (CM-3000; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany), and placed on slides. Cellular localization of GSH was determined using the fluorescence probe monochlorobimane (MCB). The reaction of MCB with GSH is catalyzed by glutathione-S-transferase to form a blue
fluorescent GSH-bimane complex. The sections on the glass slides were covered with 1 mM MCB solution in Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.5) for 30 min in the dark at room temperature to stain GSH. After staining, the sections were washed three times with Tris-HCl buffer. The GSH-bimane complex in the section was observed under a fluorescence microscope (Leica FW 4000, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) with excitation and emission wavelengths of 434 and 477 nm, respectively.

2.5. Statistics

The results were analyzed using ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison test in instances of significant treatment effects ($P < 0.05$).
3. Results

3.1. Experiment 1: Arsenic-induced changes in low-molecular-weight thiol synthesis in Pteris vittata and Nephrolepis exaltata

*P. vittata* and *N. exaltata* were exposed to two different levels of As (100 and 500 µM) for three days. No toxicity symptoms were observed in both *P. vittata* and *N. exaltata* after exposure. In shoots, the concentration of As was higher in *P. vittata* than in *N. exaltata* (Fig. 1). In contrast, *N. exaltata* roots showed higher concentrations of As. The shoot/root ratio of concentration of As in *P. vittata* was much higher than that in *N. exaltata*, and was the highest (1.27) when exposed to 500 µM As (Fig. 1).

Changes in the concentrations of LMWTs in *P. vittata* and *N. exaltata* grown with different concentrations of As were investigated. The concentrations of cysteine and \(\gamma\)EC in the shoots increased with increasing concentrations of As in the medium in both *P. vittata* and *N. exaltata* (Fig. 2). The concentrations of GSH in the shoots and roots of *P. vittata* also increased by As exposure, whereas the same decreased in *N. exaltata*, especially in the roots. The concentration of \(\gamma\)EC was very low compared to other LMWTs.

3.2. Experiment 2: Relationships between various oxidative stresses and low-molecular-weight thiol synthesis in *Pteris vittata*
Oxidative stress levels were estimated by lipid peroxidation in roots that directly received rhizosphere stresses (As, Cd, and H$_2$O$_2$). All treatments more or less increased the TBARS levels (lipid peroxidation) in roots, whereas the Cd and H$_2$O$_2$ treatments induced lipid peroxidation much earlier (Day 1) than As treatment (Day 3) (Fig. 3). In contrast, the LMWT concentrations in roots increased only by the As treatment.

3.3. Experiment 3: Expression analysis of arsenic related genes in Pteris vittata

Two putative $\gamma$ECS genes isolated by RT-PCR were named $PvECS1$ and $PvECS2$. $PvECS1$ consisted of 1965 bp, of which 1506 bp represent the open reading frame (ORF) encoding a protein of 502 amino acids, and $PvECS2$ consisted of 1696 bp, of which 1317 bp represent the ORF encoding a protein of 439 amino acids (Figs. S2, S3). Both amino acid sequences were highly homologous to the $\gamma$ECS genes of *A. thaliana*, *B. juncea*, and *O. sativa* (Fig. S4A) with slight differences, particularly in the 3’ region (Fig. S4B). These two genes belonged to the GCS2 (glutamate-cysteine ligase family 2) superfamily and are expected to have a functional role similar to $\gamma$ECS (EC : 6.3.2.2). Sequence data of $PvECS1$ and $PvECS2$ can be found in the EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ data libraries under accession numbers AB553576 ($PvECS1$) and AB553577 ($PvECS2$).

Temporal changes in the expression of genes following As exposure, which were expected to
impact As tolerance as well the concentrations of LMWT and As, were investigated. The expression patterns of \( P_{vACR2} \) and \( P_{vPCS} \) in response to As were similar (Fig. 4). Their expression increased at 12 h in roots, and thereafter at 48 h in shoots. The expression of \( P_{vECS1} \) in shoots was repressed immediately by As exposure and remained low thereafter (Fig. 4). In contrast, the expression of \( P_{vECS2} \) increased greatly after the 48-h treatment (Fig. 4). The expression pattern of \( P_{vECS2} \) almost corresponded to the changes in \( \gamma \)EC and GSH concentrations in shoots after the 12-h treatment. Just before these increases, As accumulation in shoots began to increase (Fig. 4).

3.4. Experiment 4: Localization of arsenic and low-molecular-weight thiol

Fig. 5A indicates the As levels in each segment as well as large variations in the concentration of As among them. When comparing each pinna, As concentration was the highest in the apical pinna and decreased progressively in lower pinna positions. As concentration was very low in the midribs, and was the highest at the edge of one pinna. Although most veins showed low As accumulation, high concentrations of As were detected in the veins of the apical part. Localization of GSH and PC2 showed trends similar to that of As (Fig. 5A). When determining the correlation between As and LMWT (GSH + PC2) concentrations in segments, a significant positive correlation was observed (Fig. 5B).

Furthermore, cellular localization of GSH was investigated using MCB as a fluorescent probe.
Fluorescent intensity was higher in the cross-section of the midrib with As exposure, in the vascular bundle in particular (Fig. 6). In a cross-section of an apical pinna with As exposure, fluorescence intensity was extremely high at the edge as well as in the upper and lower epidermal cells (Fig. 6). In a cross-section of the root tip, GSH occurred throughout in the −As treatment but was localized in the central cylinder in the +As treatment (Fig. 6).
4. Discussion

LMWTs play important roles in tolerance to toxic minerals such as As in higher plants. Although direct detoxification of As by binding with LMWT in P. vittata was debated (Zhang et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2004), recent studies indicated the involvement of LMWT compounds and sulfur nutrition in As uptake and accumulation in this species (Vetterlein et al., 2009; Wei et al., 2010). Furthermore, it is possible that LMWTs contribute to the alleviation of oxidative stress induced by As. Hence, this study aimed to examined the relationship between As and LMWTs in detail.

First, the response of LMWT synthesis to As exposure in P. vittata was compared with that in N. exaltata. In contrast to P. vittata, N. exaltata is a non-As accumulator fern, and most As absorbed by roots remains in roots (Fig. 1). Concentrations of GSH in the roots of N. exaltata were higher than that of P. vittata in the absence of As, but decreased drastically with increasing As concentrations in the medium (Fig. 2). This decline may be due to the consumption of GSH without recovery for alleviating As stress. By contrast, GSH concentrations in P. vittata were drastically increased by As exposure, especially in shoots (Fig. 2). The results strongly suggest that LMWTs (e.g. GSH) are related to the different characteristics of As accumulation in fern species. Relatively high concentration of GSH did not lead to As hyperaccumulation in shoots in N. exaltata (Fig. 2), presumably indicating that cellular and/or subcellular localization of LMWTs (e.g. vacuole) would also be important factor responsible for As hyperaccumulation in fern species.
Oxidative stress is a known primary factor contributing to As toxicity in plants, and LMWTs can alleviate the oxidative damage, as described before (Leustek et al., 1999; Requejo and Tena, 2005). Therefore, it is possible that the As-induced oxidative stress increases LMWT synthesis. To clarify whether LMWT synthesis in P. vittata is induced by As directly or indirectly via the As-induced oxidative stress, the effect of As, Cd, and H$_2$O$_2$ treatments on the induction of LMWT synthesis and lipid peroxidation was examined. Although all treatments induced oxidative stress in roots, only As exposure induced LMWT synthesis (Fig. 3) indicating that LMWT synthesis was not caused indirectly by oxidative stress but directly by As.

How does As affect the synthetic route for LMWTs? In general, $\gamma$EC synthesis is the rate-limiting factor in the pathway of GSH and PC syntheses (Tripathi et al., 2007). So, temporal changes in LMWT and As concentrations as well as in the expression of $\gamma$ECS gene following As exposure were investigated. Before this, the $\gamma$ECS gene in P. vittata was cloned. Two putative $\gamma$ECS genes ($PvECS1$ and $PvECS2$) were isolated in this study. The expression pattern of these genes in response to As exposure differed entirely in P. vittata shoots (Fig. 4) in spite of their similar sequences (Fig. S4B). The As-induced increase in the $PvECS1$ gene expression was not observed in shoots. The expression of $PvECS2$ in shoots profoundly increased after As accumulation, and corresponded well to the increase in the concentration of GSH in shoots (Fig. 4). A delay in $\gamma$EC accumulation, the direct product of $\gamma$ECS, in shoots might have resulted from feedback inhibition of glutathione
synthetase by GSH (Fig. 4). Although \textit{PvECS2} remains to be characterized, this gene might contribute to the As-specific induction of LMWT synthesis in \textit{P. vittata}.

Finally, the localization of As and LMWT was compared at the whole-frond and cellular levels. When investigating the distribution of As and LMWT in the entire frond, As concentration was the highest in the apical pinna apex and decreased progressively in pinna at lower positions (Fig. 5A). Arsenic concentration was the highest at the edge in one pinna. These trends in distribution may result from transpiration. Interestingly, the localization of GSH and PC$_2$ showed similar trends to that of As (Fig. 5A). Furthermore, cellular localization of GSH was observed using cross-sections of pinnae and root tips. As observed for the whole shoot, a cross-section of the pinna indicated GSH localization in the edge of frond (Fig. 6). GSH was also localized in the epidermis (upper and lower) and vascular bundle (Fig. 6). Although we did not determine the cellular localization of As, a higher localization of As is reported in the epidermal cells (Lombi et al., 2002) and vascular bundles (Kitajima et al., 2008) in \textit{P. vittata}. In consequence, As and LMWTs are colocalized in fronds at both whole-frond and cellular levels.

Then, what is the primary role(s) of LMWTs, specifically induced by As and colocalized with As? As described in the Introduction section, several possibilities with regard to the role of As in LMWT synthesis can be suggested. One is a defense to oxidative stress induced by As. In Experiment 2, As-induced lipid peroxidation in roots was delayed and milder in As exposed plants
compared with that in Cd and H₂O₂ (Fig. 3). This may be due to the alleviation of oxidative stress by newly synthesized LMWTs when exposed to As. Since glutathione reductase, which reduces oxidized glutathione (GSSG), is inactive in *P. vittata* (Kertulis–Tartar et al., 2009; Srivastava et al., 2005), *P. vittata* may adapt to As-induced oxidative stress by enhancing GSH synthesis. Cao et al. (2004) reported that not only the concentration of LMWTs but also the activity of enzymatic antioxidants (superoxide dismutase, catalase, ascorbate peroxidase, guaiacol peroxidase) were increased by As exposure in *P. vittata*. Thus, *P. vittata* is likely to resist As-induced oxidative stress comprehensively.

On the other hand, another idea that LMWTs are directly related to As tolerance by forming complexes cannot be dismissed. As(V) reductase and PC synthase are enzymes that mediate As(V) reduction and PC synthesis, respectively, and are involved in a series of reactions to detoxify As by forming As-LMWT complexes. Expression of the genes coding for these enzymes, *PvACR2* and *PvPCS*, was corresponded to As accumulation both in roots and shoots (Fig. 4). Moreover, significant positive correlation was observed when determining the correlation between As and LMWT (GSH + PC₂) concentrations in the segments in Experiment 4 (Fig. 5B). The regression line indicated the molar ratio of As : thiol group was ca. 1 : 2.97, which was nearly equal to the ideal molar ratio of As : thiol group when forming As–LMWT complexes in solution (1 : 3). These results support the hypothesis that As forms complexes with LMWTs in *P. vittata*. However, the 3
nonnegligible outliers lie away from the regression line (Fig. 5B). These outliers were obtained from segments in apical pinna that contained the highest As concentration among all the frond segments analyzed. This suggests that As–LMWT complexes are not the primary detoxified forms of As for storage in *P. vittata* because As : thiol group ratio was broken in the major accumulation site of As in a frond. Several previous reports also have negative results for direct detoxification of As by LMWTs. Raab et al. (2004) showed that the molar ratio of As–PC to total As was extremely low in *Pteris cretica* using HPLC-ICP-MS/ESI-MS system. Similarly, As–GS complexes were not detected in *P. vittata* fronds in the XANES analysis (Pickering et al., 2006). Meanwhile, it has been reported that GSH application enhances As uptake and translocation in *P. vittata*. LMWTs may not involved in direct As detoxification but partly contribute in transporting As to As-insensitive sites such as vacuoles to avoid toxic effects in the cytosol by temporarily forming complexes.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 Arsenic concentration in shoots and roots of *P. vittata* and *N. exaltata* exposed to 0, 100, and 500 μM As(V) for three days. Bars represent ±SEs. Different text indicates statistically significant differences between species (indicated in upper case) or treatments (indicated in lower case) (*P* < 0.05).

Figure 2 Effect of different levels of As exposure on concentrations of Cys, γEC, and GSH in *P. vittata* and *N. exaltata*. Fern seedlings were exposed to 0, 100, and 500 μM As(V) for 3 days. Bars represent ±SEs. Different text indicate statistically significant differences between treatments (*P* < 0.05). The concentrations of γEC in roots were below the detection limit.

Figure 3 Effects of various abiotic stresses (100 μM As, 50 μM Cd, 1 mM H₂O₂, and control) on TBARS and total thiol concentrations in *P. vittata* roots. Total thiol was calculated by summing the concentrations of thiol in Cys, γEC, and GSH. Vertical bars indicate mean ±SE.

Figure 4 Changes in concentrations of As (A), Cys (B), γEC (C), and GSH (D), and relative expression of *PvACR2* (E), *PvPCS* (F), *PvECS1*, and *PvECS2* (G) in *P. vittata* fronds. Fronds were sampled at 0, 0.5, 1, 5, 12, 24, 48, and 72 h after the onset of the As exposure. Gene expressions
were normalized relative to elongation factor-1b mRNA content.

Figure 5 Relationship among As, GSH, and PC$_2$ accumulations in *P. vittata* fronds. Localization of As, GSH, and PC$_2$ in a frond (A); and correlation between As and thiols (GSH + PC$_2$) (B). The regression line was calculated using the concentrations in each segment with an As concentration of <20 µmol g$^{-1}$. The region numbers in A are corresponded to the dot numbers in B.

Figure 6 Distribution of GSH in a cross-section of a frond (midrib and edge of pinna) and root tip of *P. vittata* grown with or without As. GSH in the sections was labeled with the fluorescence probe MCB. Light microscope images are also shown for each section.
Supplemental Data

Figure S1 HPLC chromatograms showing the influence of the presence of the frond midribs on the detection of GSH, \( \gamma \)EC, and PC\(_2\).

Figure S2 Base sequences of \( P_vECS1 \) and estimated amino acid sequences obtained from cDNA of \( P. vittata \). The underlined text indicates the primer used for cloning, and the blue text indicates the primer used for real-time PCR. Untranslated region is indicated in lower case.

Figure S3 Base sequences of \( P_vECS2 \) and estimated amino acid sequences obtained from cDNA of \( P. vittata \). The underlined text indicates the primer used for cloning, and the blue text indicates the primer used for real-time PCR. Untranslated region is indicated in lower case.

Figure S4 Alignment of the predicted amino acid sequences of \( A. thaliana \) (EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ accession number: AJ508916), \( B. juncea \) (AJ563922), \( O. sativa \) (AJ508916), and \( P. vittata \) (PvECS1 and PvECS2) for the protein of \( \gamma \)ECS (A), and the extracted terminal sequences of PvECS1 and PvECS2 for comparison (B).